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Article Body:
It can be a good idea to use a stockbroker for an active management of your stocks or mutual f

However, many prefer to use and pay for the services of a broker because they feel more comfor

Using a stockbroker for financial guidance one must be aware of the fact that they do get paid

Furthermore a conflict of interest arises when a stockbroker offers his/her services as a fina

Your return on investment may not be as great, and the advice they give you might not be in yo

If you use the services of your bank there are some facts to consider. When you talk about the

In some countries you can for example invest in a portfolio with shares and have a guarantee t

So now your portfolio starts off with a backlog of minus 10%. Often the investment will recove

Back to the question about what kind of investments the bank recommend. Do they recommend othe

There are the authorities though to help the customer out. And there are rules and regulations

This makes an eventual conflict arise whenever something special happens. There are numerous c

Stockbrokers in general are behaving in a professional way and realise that their business wil

On the internet you can now use the statistics by independent companies that range stockbroker
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